
Dear Deputy minister, dear Vato 

 

First of all, I would like to start by saying I’m really thankful for you to be here tonight with 

us to celebrate our national day. This day is important for France of course because it is the 

celebration of their values which are today universal – “Liberté, Égalité, Fraternité”. Freedom 

equality fraternity it’s also important for Georgia because today your new government is 

getting in Kutaisi the approval of the Parliament and as a matter of fact I had on the phone this 

morning your new prime minister Mamuka Bakhtadze and I want to wish him fill success as 

well as to his new government  

 

I think that this new team is lucky that the legacy left by their predecessors is something very 

solid on which they can build up the future and I would like tonight to pay a strong tribute to 

the former prime minister Giorgi Kvirikashvili and to his foreign minister Mikheil Janelidze 

who made me the honor to be with us tonight for the great achievements accomplished during 

their term.  

 

Georgia today benefits from a very good economy growth, from superb economic indicators. 

This country is the success story of EU Eastern Partnership policy. Thanks to the courageous 

reforms which have been put on place on the field of democracy, freedom, justice, education 

and so on. In trade, Georgia has signed free trade agreements with the EU, China and very 

soon with India. Georgia foreign policy has been also very fruitful. Visa liberation, new 

formats of high level dialogue with the EU, outstanding achieve us on the path to NATO 

membership. All this has been again highlighted at Brussels summit this week.  2018 is the 

year of commemorations.  

 

We have together commemorated the hundredth anniversary of the creation of the first 

democratic republic of Georgia it was a very successful event with the presence of many 

heads of state including the president of the commission M. Juncker and of our foreign 

minister Mr. Le Drian. It was a very successful visit. We have increased the level and the 

scope of our bilateral dialogue. We put in place a new platform which we called 

AMILAKVARI dialogue from the name of this Georgian officer who fought within the 

Légion étrangère and died for our freedom in Al Alamein in 1942. We also signed an 

intergovernmental agreement related be to the creation of a Franco Georgian university.  

 

August 2018 will be also the tenth anniversary of the war between Russia and Georgia and 

once again I would like to strongly reaffirm France’s support to Georgian sovereignty within 

its internationally recognized borders.  

 

In this regard Brussels Nato summit final declaration has been very clear on calling Russia to 

implement the EU-mediated 12 August 2008 ceasefire agreement, in particular to withdraw its 

forces from the territory of Georgia, which are present without consent and allow the creation 

of an international security arrangement on the ground.  

 

 

It will be also the year of the commemoration of the Armistice of the First World War on the 

11 th of November. 

 

President Macron has invited 84 heads of state to Paris at this occasion has invited 84 heads of 

state and government in Paris for this occasion and at the same time would be held the First 

Paris peace forum which is due to be an annual event gathering the NGOs, the think tanks, 



companies, politicians, civil society in order to propose initiatives, projects promoting 

governance solutions in five key issues.  

Peace and security 

Environment 

Development 

Digital and new technologies 

Inclusive economy.  

 

Next week we will make a presentation of this initiative in the frame of the OGP summit 

(open Government Partnership) in Tbilisi. A booth with explanations is available here tonight.  

 

Finally I would like to remind you about tomorrow’s World Cup final match.  Many bars and 

restaurants offer facilities fir this event.  A dedicated space will be available for us at 

Tamarashvili street tomorrow in front of a giant screen.  Wherever you choose to be, I thank 

you in advance the support our team. Which will do its best to renew the performance of 

twenty years ago. 


